The discrete cosine transform (DCT) and the discrete sine transform (DST) have found wide applications in speech and image processing, as well as telecommunication signal processing for the purpose of data compression, feature extraction, image reconstruction, and ltering. In this paper, we present new recursive algorithms for the DCT and the DST. The proposed method is based on certain recursive properties of the DCT coe cient matrix, and can be generalized to design recursive algorithms for the 2-D DCT and the 2-D DST. These new structured recursive algorithms are able to decompose the DCT and the DST into two balanced lower-order subproblems in comparison to previous research works. Therefore, when converting our algorithms into hardware implementations, we require fewer hardware components than other recursive algorithms. Finally, we propose two parallel algorithms for accelerating the computation.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with designing fast recursive algorithms for the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and the discrete sine transform (DST). Many researchers pointed out that the DCT is especially suitable for implementing data compression, feature extraction, and ltering. This is because the DCT performs much like the theoretically optimal Karhunen-Loeve transform for the rst-order Markov stationary random data 27]. In order to compute the DCT e ciently, fast algorithms have been intensively studied. In general, they can be classi ed into two approaches: indirect computation; and direct computation. 14] . In general, indirect computation algorithms took advantage of using existing fast algorithms. However, additional operations were often involved in the computation steps. On the other hand, direct computation algorithms generally required fewer computation steps than indirect computation algorithms; however, it was tedious to prove their correctness. Moreover, it was often not easy to provide a clear procedure to describe their computation.
2-D DCT algorithms also have been studied 1 . The conventional approach for their fast computation is the row-column method. This method requires N 1 sets of N 2 -point and N 2 sets of N 1 -point 1-D DCT's for the computation of an (N 1 N 2 )-point DCT. Makhoul 23] , by applying a similar idea in Haralick 13] , derived a 1-D DCT algorithm which was essentially identical to that in 26]; however, the input data points could be even or odd. Then, by generalizing his 1-D derivation method, he showed how an (N 1 N 2 )-point DCT could be computed using an (N 1 N 2 )-point real DFT. However, the 2-D DFT was still computed by the row-column method. 1 Perhaps because the 2-D DST has not found enough applications, the only literature we found for discussing the 2-D DST adopts the conventional row-column method 4].
Further, there also existed algorithms working directly on the 2-D input data set and not separately on rows and columns. Kamangar and Rao 19] , who arranged the 2-D input data and output data into 1-D arrays in lexicographical order, wrote the needed 2-D transform coe cients as the Kronecker product of the two 1-D DCT coe cient matrices and yielded the sparse matrix factorization for that 2-D coe cient matrix. Their algorithm performed fewer multiplications and additions than that of Makhoul's algorithm. In the Haque's algorithm 12], an (N 1 N 2 )-point DCT was decomposed into four (N 1 /2 N 2 /2)-point subproblems. Each of the subproblems was a linear combination of four (N 1 /2 N 2 /2)-point DCTs and scaled by two diagonal matrices, whose diagonal entries were all fractions in the form of one over a certain cosine coe cient. His algorithm might be regarded as an extended 2-D version of Lee 20] ; however, both of them su ered from the same problem of numerical instability because of the round-o error.
On the other hand, although the DST has not found as many applications as the DCT, many researchers have discussed its properties and its fast computation. For instance, based on the sparse matrix factorization, Yip and Rao 31] proposed a fast algorithm for a varied DST; Wang 28] showed that the DST can be computed based on the DCT; Gupta and Rao 11] showed that the DFT can be computed based on the DST. Gupta proposed systematic methods for computing a family of discrete cosine and sine transforms, which was introduced by Wang 29] . In this family, there are four versions each of the DCTs and the DSTs. The DCT and the DST discussed in this paper, as well as their inverse transforms also belong to it. Generally, the above algorithms are e cient, if we only count the number of multiplications and the number of additions required. However, there are other important issues for designing a good DCT and a good DST algorithm. Besides proving the correctness of the algorithm, the procedure of the algorithm must be clear. Furthermore, the algorithm should be easily generalized to solve higher-order problems, provided we have solved lower-order problems. This property is especially attractive when we consider hardware implementations, because it allows us to use regular components to synthesize hardware to solve high-order problems.
It is our goal in this paper to present a recursive DCT algorithm and a recursive DST algorithm, which can be used to solve a higher-order problem from lower-order problems. In addition, these algorithms can be easily generalized as a 2-D DCT and a 2-D DST recursive algorithm. Although Hou 17] has designed a 1-D DCT recursive algorithm previously, his method was quite di erent from ours. Based on the work of Narasimha and Peterson 26], Hou wrote the angle of the DCT kernel as the angle of the DFT kernel plus a variable phase angle. Then, by using this particular form of the kernel, he permuted rows and columns in a certain order and proved the recursive property for the DCT coe cient matrix. Using a similar technique, Gupta and Rao 10] also designed a 1-D DST recursive algorithm. Based on Hou's 1-D algorithm, Chan and Ho 2] also proposed a 2-D DCT algorithm. They used the sequence splitting method to derive their algorithm and then used the Kronecker matrix product to formulate it. However, the former algebraic derivation, especially in the 2-D case, was somewhat tedious and didn't appropriately re ect the intrinsic structure of the latter matrix formulation. In addition, how to implement it is not clear.
Unlike their methods, we investigate the recursive property of the DCT coe cient matrix directly from the de nition of the DCT kernel. Moreover, we can derive our recursive algorithm directly from the recursive property of the DCT coe cient matrix. The merit is that the whole procedure is very clear and easy to understand and to implement. In our DCT algorithm, the input data are arranged in the following order: the even indexes are rst placed in increasing order; then the odd indexes are arranged but in decreasing order. This order was also suggested in other papers 2] 17] 26]. However, our intermediate steps for arranging data into appropriate memory locations require shu e-exchanges, rather than Hou's bit-reversed shu ing. Finally, our algorithm gives rise to another structure which is di erent from Hou's algorithm when decomposing the DCT into several functional submodules. Based on this proposed DCT algorithm, we derive a new DST recursive algorithm whose structure is much simpler than that of the research works 10] 18].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will explore the recursive property of the DCT coe cient matrix. In Section 3, we derive the 1-D DCT recursive algorithm. In Section 4, we generalize our method to derive a 2-D DCT recursive algorithm. In Section 5, we derive the 1-D DST recursive algorithm. In Section 6, we compare our results with other research works. In Section 7, we propose parallel algorithms and hardware implementations. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 8.
Properties of the DCT Coe cient Matrix
For a given input data sequence x n , 0 n N ? 1, the DCT output sequence X k , 0 k N ? 1, is de ned by
x n cos( (2n + 1)k=2N) ; (1) where
for 1 k N ? 1.
We will remove (k) and the normalization factor p 2=N in (1), since they can be done in a separate step. Therefore, from now on, we deal with a simpli ed DCT version X = C N x; (2) where X = (X 0 ; X 1 , : : :; X N?1 ) T , x = (x 0 ; x 1 , : : :; x N?1 ) T , and the N N DCT coe cient matrix C N is de ned by C N (k; n) = cos( (2n + 1)k=2N) ; for 0 k; n N ? 1. In this section, we want to derive a recursive formula for the DCT coe cient matrix. For convenience, we assume throughout this paper that N has a value of 2 to a power. We now analyze the DCT coe cient matrix C N . We will arrange both columns and rows in a certain order so that the resulting coe cient matrix has a recursive structure. First, we notice that in each of the even rows an entry is equal to the re ected-symmetric one, i.e., each row has mirror image terms which have corresponding values. While in each of the odd rows an entry is equal to the re ected-symmetric one but with an opposite sign. That is, for 0 n N ? 
We now introduce two auxiliary matrices which are used to construct the recursive formula of the DCT coe cient matrix.
De nition: 
for 0 k N=2 ? 1;Ĉ N (k; n) = C N (2k; n); and C N (k + N=2; n) = C N (2k + 1; n): (5) From (3)| (5), for 0 k N=2 ? 1 and 0 n N=2 ? 1, C N (k; n) =Ĉ N (k; n + N=2); and C N (k + N=2; n) = ?Ĉ N (k + N=2; n + N=2): (6) In addition, the N/2 N/2 upper-left corner submatrix ofĈ N is equal to C N=2 . That is,
Furthermore, if we denote the submatrix Ĉ N (k + N=2; n)] 0 k N=2 ? 1 0 n N=2 ? 1 as D N=2 , then from Equations (6) and (7) we obtain the following theorem.
In Theorem 1, C N=2 can be arranged to getĈ N=2 . However, in order to get a recursive algorithm, D N=2 must be converted into a certain form related to either C N=2 orĈ N=2 . In 21], we show that D N=2 can be decomposed into the product of three matrices, including one regular lower triangular matrix L N=2 , one C N=2 , and one diagonal matrix Q N=2 . That is, D N=2 = L N=2 C N=2 Q N=2 ; (8) where L is a lower triangular matrix de ned by L N=2 = and Q N=2 = diagonal cos( n )]; n = (4n + 1) =2N, for 0 n N=2 ? 1.
The following theorem, which follows immediately from Theorem 1 and Equation (8), shows the recursive structure of the coe cient matrix, and we will use it to design our DCT recursive algorithms.
3 The DCT Recursive Algorithm
In this section, we will provide our DCT recursive algorithm. Before that, we rst explain the relationship of C, C, andĈ when performing the DCT. We know that C N = C N P N andĈ N = S T N C N . We start with the simpli ed DCT version X = C N x in Equation (2) . First, we apply the column permutation P N and the row permutation S T N to the matrix C N . Because P N is orthonomal, P T N = P ?1 N , and we have
where " X e X o # means (X 0 ; X 2 , : : :; X N?2 , X 1 ; X 3 , : : :; X N?1 ) T and " x e x o # means (x 0 ; x 2 , : : :; x N?2 , x N?1 ; : : :, x 3 ; x 1 ) T . We will use the subindex 0 e 0 to represent the even entries of a vector, 0 o 0 the odd entries, and 0 o 0 the odd entries but in reversed order. Therefore, from Theorem 2 and Equation (9) we have
From Equation (10), X e and X o can be easily derived.
X e = S N=2ĈN=2 (x e + x o ) and X o = L N=2 S N=2ĈN=2 Q N=2 (x e ? x o ):
In the following, we describe the procedure for computing the DCT.
1-D DCT recursive algorithm:
Step 1: Compute
Step 2: /* Recursively compute Step 3: compute X = S N " X e X o # . Fig. 1 shows the general signal-ow graph for the implementation of Step 2.2. Fig. 2 shows signal ow graphs for three lower order 1-D DCT's. Since the DCT is an orthogonal transform, the inverse DCT also can be realized simply by taking transposition of the above DCT algorithm. Similar to the 1-D case, we will also ignore (k i ) and the normalization factor 2= p N 1 N 2 .
Therefore, from now on, we deal with the simpli ed version of Equation (11):
x n 1 ;n 2 cos( (2n 1 + 1)k 1 =2N 1 ) cos( (2n 2 + 1)k 2 =2N 2 ) : (12) According to the conventional row-column method, we can express the simpli ed 2-D DCT version in Equation (12) as the following matrix form:
Again, we assume throughout this paper that N 1 and N 2 have values of 2 to a power. We now construct our 2-D DCT recursive formula. We start with the simpli ed 2-D DCT version in Equation (13) . First, by arranging appropriate row and column permutations, we have (14) where S N i , S T N i , P N i , and P T N i are similarly de ned as in Section 2, for i = 1 or 2; in addition, S N 1 S T N 1 = P N 1 P T N 1 = I N 1 and S N 2 S T N 2 = P N 2 P T N 2 = I N 2 .
We now consider the structures of the two matrices: P T 
Therefore, from Equations (14), (15) 
Equation ( Note that the terms inside the bracket of the above four equations are four subproblems with a reduced size N 1 /2 N 2 /2 of Equation (17) . By applying the same procedure repeatedly, we can decompose each of these reduced-size subproblems until N 1 = N 2 = 2, and we obtain the desired recursive algorithm. In the following, we give the procedure for computing the 2-D DCT.
2-D DCT recursive algorithm:
Step 
Step 3: compute X N 1 N 2 = S N 1 " X ee X eo X oe X oo # S T N 2 . Fig. 3 shows the general signal-ow graph for the implementation of Step 2.2. Fig. 4 shows signal ow graphs for two lower order 2-D DCT's. 
The DST Recursive Algorithm
In this section, we show how to derive the DST recursive algorithm. We rst state Wang's method for computing an N-point DST by an N-point DCT 28] . Then, we derive our DST recursive algorithm which is based on our proposed DCT recursive algorithm. The generalization of designing a 2-D DST recursive algorithm is similar to that of designing a 2-D DCT recursive algorithm described in Section 4, and we omit it in this presentation. Similar to the DCT case, we will also remove (k) and the normalization factor p 2=N, and rewrite Equation (18) We now distil Wang's method into a procedure for the computation of the DST by using the DCT. Note that, for the sake of distinction, we use the superscript 0 s 0 for denoting the sine transform, and 0 c 0 for denoting the cosine transform.
Computation of the DST by the DCT:
Step 1: Compute the data sequence fy n g N?1 n=0 , where y n = (?1) n x n ;
Step 2: compute the DCT output sequence fY c m g N?1 m=0 for the data sequence fy n g N?1
n=0 by using a 1-D DCT algorithm;
Step (20) This equation means that, by appropriately arranging and adapting the input data vector x, we can compute the DST output, which will be in a certain permuted order, via the DCT coe cient kernel. In e ect, we can write Equation (20) DST recursive algorithm:
Step Table 1 and Table 2 show the comparisons of the operation counts among those 1-D and 2-D DCT algorithms found in the related research works, respectively. algorithm is greatly reduced. however, the required arrangement of the input data regrouping was an obvious bottleneck for the fast computation in a conventional computer and it was also di cult to write a simple procedure to describe the convoluted additions. Recently, they provided regular expressions for the input-output relations of the post-addition stage 6]. However, the number of additions increases at the expense of improving the regularity in the structure.
After the submission of this paper, the authors learned that Cvetkovi c and Popovi c 7] have independently given another recursive DCT algorithm. The structure of the proposed algorithm is the same as Hou's, but the new way of derivation they proposed allows the shift (multiply by 2) operations required in Hou's algorithm to be completely eliminated. However, this needs to pay some price. Since the required multiplication coe cients are all fractions in the form of one over a certain cosine coe cient, these will involve a lot of round-o errors as we have pointed out previously in the introduction.
Comparison of the DST Algorithms
In Section 5, we have derived a 1-D DST recursive algorithm which is based on our 1-D DCT recursive algorithm. Table 3 gives the computation complexities for the DST algorithms found in the related research works. We see that the numbers of multiplications and additions are less than those of 10] 18] 29].
The DST algorithms proposed by Ersoy and Hu 8] are also based on the DCT. As for the DCT, Ersoy and Hu designed a fast algorithm for a real DFT and used it to compute the DCT. The operation counts they provided are the same as that of the proposed one, however, they employed Given's plane rotations as the basic computation unit. Yip (1/2)N log N + (1/4)N ? 1 (3/2)N log N + (1/2)N ? 2 Table 3 : Computation complexities for the 1-D DST.
operation counts of their algorithms are as good as that of our DST algorithm. However, their algorithms involve multiplications with fractions in the form of one over a certain sine or cosine coe cient. Therefore, their algorithms are numerically unstable because of the round-o error.
As mentioned in Section 6:1, Cvetkovi c and Popovi c also proposed two DST recursive algorithms in 7]. Both of them improved the operation counts required in 10] and 18], but still had the same algorithm structure as Hou's. Our proposed DST recursive algorithm is as good as the rst DST recursive algorithm. Although the second DST recursive algorithm could get rid of shift operations as the authors did in their DCT recursive algorithm, the required multiplication coe cients are all fractions in the form of one over a certain cosine coe cient. It also confronted the problem of a large round-o error.
Parallel Implementations and Hardware Considerations
In this section, we rst analyze the bottleneck in the parallel computation, and then we propose parallel algorithms and hardware implementations for the DCT. The DST also can be dealt with in a likewise fashion. 
where w is a vector of length N. Vector w can be obtained in only one step by doing a parallel shift w i = 2v i for all 1 i N ? 1. We now show that Equation (21) can be computed by only O(log N) steps of parallel additions. For convenience, let us call the problem in Equation (21) the pre x di erence problem.
The rst algorithm, which uses the recursive doubling technique, can compute the pre x difference problem in only log N parallel addition steps.
Recursive doubling algorithm for the pre x di erence problem:
Step 1: y 0 = w 0 , and for all 1 i N ? 1, do y i = w i ? w i?1 ;
Step k: (for 2 k log N) for all 2 (k?1) i N ? 1, do y i = y i + y i?2 (k?1) . Fig. 6 shows a signal-ow graph that when N = 16, the problem L N v can be computed in only one parallel shift step and log N (= 4) parallel addition steps based on the recursive doubling algorithm. Cyclic reduction algorithm for the pre x di erence problem:
Step 1: y 0 = w 0 , and for all 0 < i < N=2, do y 2i = w 2i ? w 2i?1 ;
Step k: (for 2 k (log N) ? 1) for all 0 < i < N=2 k , do y i2 k = y i2 k + y i2 k ?2 (k?1) ;
Step k + log N: (for 0 k (log N) ? 2) for all 0 i < 2 k , do y i2 ((log N)?k) +2 ((log N)?k?1) = y i2 ((log N)?k) +2 ((log N)?k?1) + y i2 ((log N)?k);
Step 2(log N) ? 1: for all 0 i < N=2, do y 2i+1 = w 2i+1 ? y 2i . Fig. 7 shows a signal-ow graph that when N = 16, the problem L N v can be computed in only one parallel shift step and 2(log N) ? 1 (= 7) parallel addition steps based on the cyclic reduction algorithm. The recursive doubling algorithm and the cyclic reduction algorithm in actuality show the trade-o s between cost and performance. Although the recursive doubling algorithm only requires log N steps, it requires in total N(log N)?N +1 additions. On the other hand, the cyclic reduction algorithm requires 2(log N) ? 1 steps; however, it only requires 2N ? (log N) ? 2 additions. In any case, both algorithms can reduce the parallel addition steps for solving L N v from O(N) down to O(log N). The proofs of the correctness of these two parallel algorithms are given in 21], in which a detailed analysis of these two parallel algorithms is also given. 
Hardware Implementation Considerations
We now consider the hardware implementations of our proposed DCT algorithm. Fig. 1 shows the general signal-ow graph for the implementation of Equation (10) . The block L N=2 , which performs shifts and additions, can be implemented by either the recursive doubling algorithm as shown in Fig. 6 or the cyclic reduction algorithm as shown in Fig. 7 depending on the cost-performance trade-o s. In practice, in order to save hardware without slowing down the processing speed, we can use only oneĈ N=2 and S N=2 as shown in Fig. 8 instead of twoĈ N=2 's and two S N=2 's as shown in Fig. 1 . Note that S N=2 is a shu e-exchange network of size N=2. In Fig. 8 , the hardware is divided into four parts: one coe cient multiplier Q N=2 , oneĈ N=2 , one shu e-exchange network S N=2 , and one shift and adder L N=2 . A multiplexer is used to multiplex the top and the bottom halves of the signal ow. Input data are read from the host computer and are executed in a pipelined fashion. The top half of the signals will pass through theĈ N=2 and the S N=2 functional units rst; while the bottom half will rst perform coe cient multiplications by a coe cient multiplier Q N=2 , then pass through theĈ N=2 and the S N=2 functional units, and nally pass through the shift and adder processor L N=2 . It can be veri ed that succeeding sets of input data can enter the hardware and can be executed in a pipelined fashion 21]. In addition, the functional unitsĈ N=2 and S N=2 will be at full utilization.
It is worthwhile illustrating that our hardware implementation may be more attractive than the implementation proposed by Hou 17] . In addition, we propose fast hardware implementation for computing L N=2 v 4 , and we require fewer hardware components than Hou. In our implementation, we only require one shu e-exchange network, rather than two bit-reversed shu ing networks proposed by Hou.
Conclusions
A systematic method for designing the DCT and the DST recursive algorithms has been presented in this paper. The method is based on certain recursive properties of the DCT coe cient matrix that are proved in the paper. This method can be generalized to design a 2-D DCT and a 2-D DST recursive algorithms. Since the DCT and the DST are orthonormal, the inverse DCT transform and the inverse DST transform also can be realized by taking the transpose of the forward transforms. We also consider the parallel computation. We propose two parallel algorithms: one is based on the recursive doubling technique; the other is based on the cyclic reduction technique. These two algorithms, showing the trade-o s between cost and performance, can reduce the parallel computation steps from linear order down to logarithmic order. Suppose that we have su cient processing elements for the parallel computation. We require O(log N) parallel multiplication steps, O(log 
